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As more and more renewable energy sources (RES) integrated into the conventional distribution system, how to make the current
electric grid more reliable and efficient is becoming an important topic the world must face. In order to achieve these goals,
grid-connected hybrid energy systems (HES) which contain battery energy storage systems (BESS) and many other advanced
technologies have been developed and applied. Many benefits of BESS, such as high density of energy and power, have fast
response in energy time-shift, frequency regulation, and so on. This paper focuses on the fluctuation alleviation and power quality
improvement of grid-connectedHESwith high penetration level of RES. Amultistage dispatch strategy of BESS forHES is proposed
in this paper to mitigate the randomness and intermittence of the power flowed in HES because of high penetration level of RES
integration. Four other conventional strategies are also discussed for evaluating the performance of the method proposed in this
paper. Detailed cases and corresponding discussions are implemented, and the results show that the method proposed in this paper
is more effective and robust than the other conventional strategies.

1. Introduction

There is an unprecedented growth in power generation,
delivery, and usage. HES integrated with environmental
friendly energy sources (wind, solar, and alike) and energy
storage system (EES) has drawn more and more attention
in mitigating global warming effects, reducing fossil fuel
dependence, and reducing economic impact from the rising
oil prices [1].

Many governments such as Germany, France, USA, and
China had recognized the benefits of RES, and much favor-
able legislation had been provided to incent large scale of
RES installation and utilization [2, 3]. Investigations show
that RES has become the fastest growing source of electricity
around the world in the past decade, and this tendency is
expected to continue in the next two decades [4]. In the
near future, HES with high penetration level of RES will be
emerged in some district power systems. RES penetration
level of California will reach 33% in 2030 [5]; that of Yancheng
city, Jiangsu province, 34% in 2017; and that of some regions
of Inner Mongolia and Gansu province, almost 100% [6].

As the penetration level of RES is increasing to an
unprecedented pace, the properties of intermittency and
fluctuation will arose some adverse effects for the operation
of the power system, especially in weak power systems of
remote area. If no suitable scheduling and operation strategy
are implemented in themanagement of high penetration level
of intermittent and stochastic RES, many negative impacts
would be caused [7, 8].

Currently, a lot of researches concern themselves in
characterization, planning, evaluation, and optimization of
the HES, particularly in isolated HES of remote districts [9–
11]. However, only a few focused on grid-connected HES
of low penetration level of RES integration and mainly
on cost/worth evaluation or economic analysis [12–14]. As
the penetration level of RES grows, new operation and
scheduling methods should be developed for power quality
improving and RES full utilization. Authors in [7, 14] investi-
gated the operation strategy of EES for distribution system
and analyzed the benefits of their algorithms. Researchers
in [15–17] presented some supervisory control methods to
alleviate the fluctuations caused by RES integration; however,
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Figure 1: Schematic configuration of grid-connected HES.

their control methods are not flexible enough nor fully
reflect the superiority of ESS either. In this paper, two main
parts are concerned, namely, exploring one scheduling and
operation method of BESS to alleviate fluctuations of the
power flowed in grid-connected HES with high RES penetra-
tion level integration automatically, furthermore, analyzing
the relationships among the system performance and BESS
parameters (i.e., power limit, capacity limit), and forecast
uncertainty of RES generation and load demand. For better
evaluating the performances of the method prosed in this
paper, four other strategies are discussed and simulated in the
same condition.

In this paper, system description, modeling and con-
straints of grid-connected HES, indexes used for different
strategies evaluation, and detailed mathematical models of
strategies referred in this paper are presented to evaluate
the performance of them in alleviating fluctuation and
improving power quality of high RES penetration level HES.
In order to well and truly depict the importance of BESS and
dispatch strategy in HES, some discussions are implemented
to analyze the relationships between BESS parameters and
system performance in different strategies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the model of HES and constraints and evaluation
indexes used in this paper; detailed mathematical models of

all the strategies are presented in Section 3; cases, results, and
discussions are shown in Section 4; this paper is concluded in
Section 5.

2. System Description and Modeling

Fluctuation smoothing problem of grid-connected HES is
similar to load shifting problem in bulk power system [12]
but more complex than that, because RES power generation
in HES is more random and oscillatory than load demand
in bulk power system, and power generated by RES in grid-
connected HES with high penetration level of RES could not
be considered as negative load any more. Real-time power
exchanged between grid-connected HES and the external
grid is operated by a supervisory controller of HES based on
specific HES operation strategy.

2.1. HES Schematic Model. Figure 1 presents the schematic
topology of a grid-connected HES analyzed in this paper,
which is consisted of some PV generators, wind turbine
generators, EES (BESS considered in this paper), and a few
of local consumers (controllable load/critical load). All the
above units are controlled by a supervisory controller, and the
energy management operation should consider the variation
of localweather, load demand, electricity price, and so on [14].
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Themodel of RES generators presented in Figure 1 of this
paper could be illustrated as follows:

𝑃wind (𝑘) =

{{{{{{

{{{{{{

{

0 if V (𝑘) < Vci
𝑃wind max ⋅

V (𝑘) − Vci
V
𝑟
− Vci

, if Vci ≤ V (𝑘) < V
𝑟

𝑃wind max, if V
𝑟
≤ V (𝑘) < Vco

0, if Vco ≤ V (𝑘) ,
(1)

𝑃solar (𝑘) =

{{{{{{

{{{{{{

{

𝑃solar max(
𝐺bt (𝑘)

2

𝐺std𝑅𝑐
) , if 0 ≤ 𝐺bt (𝑘) < 𝑅𝑐

𝑃solar max(
𝐺bt (𝑘)

𝐺std
) , if 𝑅

𝑐
≤ 𝐺bt (𝑘) < 𝐺std

𝑃solar max, if 𝐺bt (𝑘) ≥ 𝐺std,

(2)

where𝑃solar max is the power output of PV generators in stand
test situation and, at the point of 𝑅

𝑐
, the relations between PV

power output and illumination intensity from nonlinearity to
linearity and detailedmodel of wind and PV generators could
be found in [18] and [19], respectively, and the references
therein.

2.2. Modeling Assumptions. In order to depict the system and
dispatch strategies of this paper sufficiently and exactly, the
following assumptions and requirements should be imple-
mented.

(i) The HES is in steady state all the time, the frequency
and voltage levels are properly regulated.

(ii) Duration of two consequent periods is 15min
throughout this paper, namely, Δ𝑡 = 15min, and
the wind speed/solar irradiation/load demands are
assumed to have no variation within one period.

(iii) All actions should be implemented simultaneously if
control signals have been accepted.

(iv) Only the active power in HES is considered.

(v) Advanced communication network could support
fast and reliable information transmission.

2.3. Constraints. Tomake the HESmodel perform efficiently,
a set of restrictions also should be satisfied; they can be
classified as follows.

(1) Energy balance constraint: at each period, load
demand should be met with RES generation, BESS,
or import power from the external grid:

𝑃grid (𝑘) = 𝑌 (𝑘) − 𝑃𝑏 (𝑘) (3)

𝑌 (𝑘) = 𝑃wind (𝑘) + 𝑃solar (𝑘) − 𝑃load (𝑘)

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑇,

(4)

where 𝑃grid(𝑘) > 0 represents HES exporting excess
energy to external grid in period 𝑘; in the opposite
case, energy is imported from the external grid.
Similar to 𝑃grid(𝑘), 𝑃𝑏(𝑘) > 0 represents BESS charge
power in period 𝑘, and in the opposite case, BESS
discharge power to HES.

(2) BESS limits: the energy and power charging or dis-
charging in each period could not go over the limit:

Vol
𝑏min ≤ Vol

𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Vol

𝑏max

s.t. Vol
𝑏max = 𝛼 ⋅ Vol𝑏, Vol

𝑏min = 𝛽 ⋅ Vol𝑏

−min {(Vol
𝑏
(𝑘) − Vol

𝑏min) , 𝑃𝑏maxΔ𝑡} ≤ 𝑃𝑏 (𝑘) Δ𝑡

≤ min {(Vol
𝑏max − Vol

𝑏
(𝑘)) , 𝑃

𝑏maxΔ𝑡}

−𝑃
𝑏max ≤ 𝑃𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃𝑏max

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑇,

(5)

where𝛼 and𝛽 are factors used to determine the upper
and lower available BESS capacity limit, 0 < 𝛽 <

𝛼 < 1, for better understanding this paper, some
assumptions are implemented, there is no energy loss
all over the time horizon, the efficiency of charging
and discharging of the energy storage in this paper is
1, namely the BESS operates perfectly, and no ramp
rate limit of the BESS.

(3) Other constraints: some upper and lower power
limits of RES generators and power transmission limit
between HES and the external grid should be met:

0 ≤ 𝑃wind (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃wind max,

0 ≤ 𝑃solar (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃solar max,

−𝑃grid max ≤ 𝑃grid (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃grid max,

0 ≤ 𝑃load (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃load max

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑇,

(6)

where we assume that the load in the grid-connected
HES of this paper is inelastic, and no ramp-up or
ramp-down power of wind and PV generators is
considered.

2.4. Evaluation Indicators. Grid-connected HES plays an
important role in improving power quality, mitigating power
fluctuation, reducing transmission loss, improving power
supply reliability, and integrating more RES. A few indicators
such as standard variance of power transferred at PCC, RES
net-use rate, BESS use rate, and peak power at PCC are
constructed to help to effectively evaluate the performance of
strategies referred to in this paper.

2.4.1. Standard Variance of Power Transferred at PCC. The
main objective of this paper is to search a method which
could alleviate the fluctuation and improve power quality in
HES as much as possible. Hence, stand variance of power
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transferred at PCC could reflect this purpose appropriately,
which is formulated as follows:

Var = 1

𝑇

𝑀

∑

𝑑=1

𝑁

∑

𝑗=1

[𝑃grid (𝑗) −
1

𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1

𝑃grid (𝑖)]

2

(7)

this formula reflects the randomness level of power flowed
in HES [17]; if Var = 0, the performance of this method in
alleviating fluctuation is perfect; otherwise, the greater Var is
the more intensive fluctuation of the power flowed in HES.

2.4.2. RES Net-Use Rate. This indicator represents the level
of excess energy generated by RES generators and stored
by BESS and then used by HES when RES generation is
insufficient, which is used to evaluate the availability of BESS
in improving the utilization rate of RES generator for local
use (i.e., increasing the consumer independence from the
external grid). The detailed formula is shown as follows:

net use rate = use rate − wasted rate,

use rate = (
𝑇

∑

𝑘=1

max(
max (𝑃

𝑏
(𝑘) , 0)

max (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0) + 𝜀
, 0)

⋅ (𝑌 (𝑘) + 𝜀))

× (

𝑇

∑

𝑘=1

max (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0))
−1

wasted rate

=
∑
𝑇

𝑘=1
max ((−min (𝑃

𝑏
(𝑘) , 0) +min (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0)) , 0)

∑
𝑇

𝑘=1
max (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0)

+ (

𝑇

∑

𝑘=1

min(
min (𝑃

𝑏
(𝑘) , 0)

max (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0) + 𝜀
, 0) ⋅ (𝑌 (𝑘) + 𝜀))

× (

𝑇

∑

𝑘=1

max (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0))
−1

+
∑
𝑇

𝑘=1
max (max (𝑃

𝑏
(𝑘) , 0) −max (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0) , 0)

∑
𝑇

𝑘=1
max (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0)

+ (

𝑇

∑

𝑘=1

(
max (𝑃

𝑏
(𝑘) , 0)

min (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0) + 𝜀
, 0)

⋅ (𝑌 (𝑘) + 𝜀))

× (

𝑇

∑

𝑘=1

max (𝑌 (𝑘) , 0))
−1

,

(8)

where use rate reflects the level of energy generated by
RES and charged by BESS in the whole simulation horizon,

which has close relation to BESS scheduling and operation
strategy; waste rate represents the level of RES energy stored
in BESS but not utilized by local consumers in HES; as a
whole, this indicator is consisted of four parts. The first term
refers to the energy charged by BESS but purchased from
the external grid; this may happen in maximum charging,
maximum discharging, and multistage dispatch strategy; the
secondary and third term denotes the energy overcharged
from external grid when RES generation is enough to support
HES’s normal operation; these may occur in maximum
charge and multistage dispatch strategy; the last term reflects
the energy overcharged from external electric network when
net-generation is negative, which may occur in maximum
discharge dispatch strategy.

The indicator of net use rate is particularly needed in
situations where maximum RES utilization is requested,
situations where excess energy generated by RES should be
curtailed if not stored by ESS, situations where real-time
electricity price market is implemented and situations where
the HES is isolated in remote areas.

2.4.3. BESS Use Rate. This indicator could reflect the use
rate of BESS in different operation strategies, which is just a
reference index. Used to evaluate the utilization rate of the
BESS and only used for a reference evaluation indicator:

Vol rate =
∑
𝑇

𝑘=1
Vol
𝑏
(𝑘)

𝑇 ⋅ Vol
𝑏

. (9)

The closer Vol rate to 0.5 is, the higher utilization efficiency
of the BESS is.

2.4.4. Peak Power at PCC. This indicator could reflect the
ability of each control strategy in peak power shifting, which
is an important reference index in deploying and upgrading
transformer and other economic analysis situations:

𝑃peak = max (𝑃grid (𝑘)

, 0) 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑇. (10)

3. Mathematical Model of Strategies

3.1. Normal Dispatch Strategy. This strategy describes the
operation of HES with no EES, the operation of grid-
connected HES just decided by current state of load demand,
and RES generation. When HES has no ESS, the operation
of it is very limited. Surplus energy should be delivered to
the external grid when 𝑌(𝑘) > 0; in the opposite case,
insufficient energy will be purchased from the external grid
when RES generation could not support local consumer.
The performance of HES in this strategy is regarded as a
benchmark for the other strategies:

𝑃grid (𝑘) = 𝑌 (𝑘) 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑇

Subjected to: (3)–(4), (8).
(11)

3.2. Load following Dispatch Strategy. In this strategy, BESS
will charge as much as possible unless reaching the BESS
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operation limits if BESS is not fully charged and 𝑌(𝑘) is
positive and then deliver surplus energy which could not be
used locally into the external grid [9, 10]. In the opposite case,
BESS will discharge as much as possible unless reaching the

operation limits if there is enough energy stored in BESS;
the additional insufficient energy will be purchased from the
external grid. Detailed mathematical model can be described
as follows:

𝑃grid (𝑘) =

{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{

{

𝑌 (𝑘) − 𝑃
𝑏max, 𝑃

𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Vol
𝑏max

𝑌 (𝑘) , 0 ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Volmax ≤ Vol
𝑏
(𝑘)

𝑌 (𝑘) + 𝑃
𝑏max, 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ −𝑃

𝑏max,Volmin ≤ Vol
𝑏
(𝑘)

𝑌 (𝑘) , 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0,Vol
𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Volmin

0, otherwise,

(12)

𝑃
𝑏
(𝑘) =

{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{

{

𝑃
𝑏max, 𝑃

𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Vol
𝑏max

𝑌 (𝑡) , 0 ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃
𝑏max,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Volmax

𝑌 (𝑡) , −𝑃
𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0,Volmin ≤ Vol

𝑏
(𝑘)

−𝑃
𝑏max, 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ −𝑃

𝑏max,Volmin ≤ Vol
𝑏
(𝑘)

0, otherwise
𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑇

Subjected to: (3)–(8).

(13)

3.3. Maximum Charging Dispatch Strategy. Similar to the
cycle charging strategy in [9], this strategy is suitable for
situations where the frequency of 𝑌(𝑘) > 0 is low [20];
namely, the penetration level of RES is not very high. If a
HES has no ESS, the operation of it should be very limited.

The surplus energy must be delivered to the external grid or
curtailed when𝑌(𝑘) > 0, in the opposite case, the insufficient
energy has to be purchased from the external grid when
𝑌(𝑘) < 0. Detailed mathematical model can be described as
follows:

𝑃grid (𝑘) =

{{{{{{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{{{{{{

{

−𝑃
𝑏max + 𝑌 (𝑘) , 𝑃

𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Vol
𝑏max

−𝑃grid max, 𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃
𝑏max, 0 ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Volmax

𝑌 (𝑘) , 0 ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Volmax ≤ Vol
𝑏
(𝑘)

0, −𝑃
𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0,Volmin ≤ Vol

𝑏
(𝑘)

𝑌 (𝑘) + 𝑃
𝑏max 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ −𝑃

𝑏max,Volmin ≤ Vol
𝑏
(𝑘)

𝑌 (𝑘) Vol
𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Volmin

𝑃
𝑏
(𝑘) =

{{{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{{{

{

𝑃
𝑏max, 𝑃

𝑏max ≤ 𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) ,Vol
𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Volmax

𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) , 0 ≤ 𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃
𝑏max,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Volmax

𝑌 (𝑘) , −𝑃
𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0,Volmin ≤ Vol

𝑏
(𝑘)

−𝑃
𝑏max, 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ −𝑃

𝑏max,Volmin ≤ Vol
𝑏
(𝑘)

0, otherwise

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑇

Subjected to: (3)–(8).

(14)
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3.4. Maximum Discharging Dispatch Strategy. This strategy
is suitable for situations where the frequency of 𝑌(𝑘) > 0 is
lower than that of maximum charging dispatch strategy; thus
the penetration level of RES is lower thanmaximum charging
strategy, which is similar to the strategy of peak shaving of [9].
The operation of BESS is the same as load following dispatch

strategy when 𝑌(𝑘) > 0; in the opposite case, if BESS could
meet the demand of insufficient power of RES, BESS will
discharge asmuch as needed; otherwise, the external grid will
export power to HES, meet the insufficient power of RES,
and charge the BESS at the same time, if not exceeding the
constraints described in Section 2.3:

𝑃grid (𝑘) =

{{{{{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{{{{{

{

𝑌 (𝑘) − 𝐸
𝑏max, 𝑃

𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Vol
𝑏max

𝑌 (𝑘) , 0 ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Volmax ≤ Vol
𝑏
(𝑘)

𝑃grid max, 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ − (𝑃grid max+𝑃
𝑏max) ≤ 0,Volmin ≤ Vol

𝑏
(𝑘)

𝑃grid max, (Vol
𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Vol

𝑏max, 𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃
𝑏max − (𝑃grid max+𝑃

𝑏max) ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0)

−𝑌 (𝑘) + 𝑃
𝑏max, (Vol

𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Vol

𝑏max, 𝑃𝑏max ≤ 𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) − (𝑃grid max+𝑃
𝑏max) ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0)

𝑌 (𝑘) , 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0,Vol
𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Volmin

0, otherwise,

𝑃
𝑏
(𝑘) =

{{{{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{{{{

{

𝑃
𝑏max, 𝑃

𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Vol
𝑏max

𝑌 (𝑘) , 0 ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃
𝑏max,Vol𝑏 (𝑘) ≤ Volmax

𝑌 (𝑘) , −𝑃
𝑏max ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0,Volmin ≤ Vol

𝑏
(𝑘)

−𝑃grid max, 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ − (𝑃grid max+𝑃
𝑏max) ≤ 0,Volmin ≤ Vol

𝑏
(𝑘)

𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) , (Vol
𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Vol

𝑏max, 𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑃
𝑏max − (𝑃grid max+𝑃

𝑏max) ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0)

𝑃
𝑏max, (Vol

𝑏
(𝑘) ≤ Vol

𝑏max, 𝑃𝑏max ≤ 𝑃grid max+𝑌 (𝑘) − (𝑃grid max+𝑃
𝑏max) ≤ 𝑌 (𝑘) ≤ 0)

0, otherwise

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑇

Subjected to: (3)–(8).

(15)

3.5. Multistage Dispatch Strategy. Many new infrastructures
and technologies are put into power system from electricity
generation, transmission, and distribution to consuming, for
integrating more RES and making grid system smarter. By
taking advantage of the advanced communication network,
rich data and information could be sent to and received from
each component of the HES in a timely fashion. Researches
results showed that short time RES generation output, load
demand, and electricity price could be modeled effectively
by autoregressive (AR) [21] processes, machine learning
[22], or other methods [23]. These technology progress and
researches are worthy for alleviating fluctuation and fully
using RES in HES when the penetration level of RES is high.
However, communication network and forecasting methods
are not the focus of this paper; relational information could
be found in [24] and the references therein.

As the literal meaning, the multistage dispatch strategy
proposed in this paper consists of two main stages. First,
preoptimize the BESS charge and discharge plan with consid-
ering the forecast data of RES generation and load demand
day-ahead by modified dynamic programming algorithm
[25].The objective is tomitigate the fluctuation of the forecast
power flowed in HES as much as possible. Then, refer to
hysteresis control method in [15] and heuristic dispatch
algorithm in [26]; a dynamic robust adjust control method
is implemented based on scheduled BESS operation routine

and real-time data of the HES. Detailed multistage dispatch
strategy could be described as follows.

Stage 1: Preoptimize the Operation of BESS with Day-Ahead
Forecast Data Using Modified Dynamic Programming Algo-
rithm

(1) Obtain the day-ahead predicted data of load demand,
RES generation (wind and PV).

(2) Compute the whole day net-generation of HES by
formula (17).

(3) Solve the preoptimization problem with modified
dynamic programming algorithm, which can be for-
mulated as follows.

Objective. Minimize the standard variance of power flowed at
PCC (net-generation) with predicted data:

min ⋅ 1
𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑘=1

[𝑌pre (𝑘) − 𝑃𝑏pre (𝑘) −
1

𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1

(𝑌pre (𝑘)− 𝑃𝑏pre (𝑘))]

2

(16)

𝑌pre (𝑘) = 𝑃prewind (𝑘) + 𝑃presolar (𝑘) − 𝑃preload (𝑘)

Subjected to: (3)–(8),
(17)
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where the formula of (16) is a mix-integer nonlinear pro-
gramming problem; conventional algorithm could not search
the optimal solution easily; however, modified dynamic pro-
gramming could solve this problem effectively and quickly:

𝑓
𝑖+1
(Volpre (𝑖 + 1))

= min {𝑓
𝑖
(Volpre (𝑖)) , V (Volpre (𝑖) , 𝑃𝑏pre (𝑖))}

Volpre (𝑖 + 1) = Volpre (𝑖) + 𝑃𝑏pre (𝑖) ⋅ Δ𝑡

𝑓
0
(Volpre (0)) = 0

𝑖 = 0, 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 1

Subjected to: (3)–(8),

(18)

where 𝑓
𝑖+1
(Volpre(𝑖 + 1)) refers to the standard variance of

power flowed at PCC in period 𝑖 + 1 with standard variance
𝑓
𝑖
(Volpre(𝑖)) in period 𝑖; V(Volpre(𝑖), 𝑃𝑏pre(𝑖)) denotes the index

function [27].

Stage 2: Heuristic Dispatch Control Combined with Hysteresis
Band Based on Real-Time Data. Predicted data of load
demand and RES generation (PV and wind) could not be
so perfect because of forecast uncertainty, which lead to the
fact that real-time operation of HES could not follow the
preplanned routine completely; BESS should fully play its
unique role as it could be operated as a load or generator unit
if needed to alleviate fluctuations and improve power quality
of HES in real-time as much as possible. For reaching this
aim, a real-time robust control algorithm, namely, heuristic
dispatch control combined with hysteresis band, is proposed.
Detailed procedures can be described as follows.

(4) Collect the real-time data of load demand and RES
generation (PV and wind) in period 𝑘.

(5) Compare the actual net-generation 𝑌(𝑘) and the
forecasted net-generation 𝑌pre(𝑘) and then compute
the actual forecast error level in period 𝑘:

temp (𝑘) = 𝑌 (𝑘) − 𝑌pre (𝑘) 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁, (19)

𝐿error (𝑘) =
temp (𝑘)
𝑌pre (𝑘)

, (20)

where if the equation of (19) combinedwith the forecast error
of RES generation (PV and wind) and load demand, in this
way, much computational room and time could be saved.
𝐿error(𝑘) is an important variable in deciding BESS real-
time control operation [21], and we assume that −𝐸

𝑃,max ≤

𝐿error(𝑘) ≤ 𝐸
𝑃,max; if 𝐿error(𝑘) exceed this scope, we define

that 𝐿error(𝑘) equals the closest value in this scope.

(6) Determine the size of hysteresis band.

According to the past experiences of our work and other
researchers [28], there are many periods that temp(𝑘) are
very small values close to zero; in these conditions, BESS will
operate as scheduled day-ahead as much as possible. The size

of hysteresis band in this paperwas computedwith amodified
method from [15, 27]:

Δ𝐸HES = 2 ⋅ 𝐶HES⋅𝑃𝑏max, (21)

where 0 < 𝐶HES < 1 is an important factor used to determine
the size of hysteresis band and the value of 𝐶HES has close
relationship with BESS characteristics, load characteristics,
and forecast uncertainty levels.

Hysteresis band can be used to decide when the BESS
charge or discharge power and also could extend the cycle life
of BESS; however, because of forecast uncertainty, howmuch
BESS should be charged or discharged in power fluctuation
smoothing also should be determined.

(7) Implement heuristic dispatch control policy com-
bined with hysteresis band to mitigate fluctuation in
HES at real-time.

Real-time operation of BESS should consider the forecast
error of load demand and RES generation, the capacity level
of BESS, and the total power level of this day; conventional
control strategies could not deal with this problem effectively;
however, the heuristic dispatch policy combined with hys-
teresis band proposed in this paper could solve this problem:

level (𝑘) =
{{{{

{{{{

{

𝑌 (𝑘)

𝑌premin
, if 𝑌 (𝑘) < 0

𝑌 (𝑘)

𝑌premax
, otherwise

𝑃
𝑏
(𝑘) = 𝑓 (Vol

𝑏
(𝑘) , 𝐿error (𝑘) , level (𝑘)) + 𝑃𝑏pre (𝑘)

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁

Subjected to: (3)–(8),

(22)

where level(𝑘) is an auxiliary variable and represents the net-
generation level of period 𝑘 in one day, which is important
for actual BESS operation. 𝑓 is a function of BESS capacity,
forecast error, net-generation level, and scheduled power of
BESS at period 𝑘 in day-ahead programming. The detailed
BESS heuristic dispatch control policy combined hysteresis
band of real-time operation can be demonstrated as the
following the steps.

(7.1) Collect the value of level(𝑘), if level(𝑘) > 1; adjust
the BESS operation to satisfy the power scheduled
as much as possible, if not over the limit of BESS.
Otherwise, it proceeds to (7.2).

(7.2) If the actual net-generation power is in the hysteresis
band, |temp(𝑘)| < Δ𝐸HES, and BESS were operated
as scheduled; if temp(𝑘) > 0, excess energy will
be exported to the external grid; on the contrary,
purchase the demand deficit from the external grid.
Otherwise, it proceeds to (7.3).

(7.3) The operation power of BESS in period 𝑘 can be
represented as follows:

𝑃
𝑏
(𝑘) = 𝑓 (Vol

𝑏
(𝑘) , 𝐿error (𝑘)) , (23)
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Figure 2: Real-timeBESS operationwith heuristic dispatch strategy.

where𝑃
𝑏
(𝑘) is varying with respect to𝑓; for easy understand-

ing, we do not use complex function to show the relationships
among 𝑃

𝑏
(𝑘) with Vol

𝑏
(𝑘) and 𝐿error(𝑘), just as formula (23)

and Figure 2 illustrated. In Figure 2, the green line means
that HES controller actually operates the BESS at real-time
just with forecast data directly as the control without any
manipulation, whereas the red line means that the BESS
capacity and actual net-generation in period 𝑘 are concerned;
BESS actual operation should consider the current state of
the system. The detailed illustration of heuristic algorithm is
presented in [29, 30] and their reference articles:

𝑃
𝑏
(𝑘) =

{{{{{{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{{{{{{

{

𝑃
𝑏pre (𝑘) (1 + 𝐿error (𝑘)) ,

if 𝐿error (𝑘) < 0

𝑃
𝑏pre (𝑘) + (𝑃𝑏max − 𝑃𝑏pre (𝑘)) (

𝐿error (𝑘)

𝐸
𝑃,max

) ,

if 𝑌 (𝑘) > 0, 𝐿error (𝑘) > 0

𝑃
𝑏pre (𝑘) − (𝑃𝑏pre (𝑘) − 𝑃

𝑏max)(
𝐿error (𝑘)

𝐸
𝑃,max

) ,

if 𝑌 (𝑘) < 0, 𝐿error (𝑘) > 0

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁

Subjected to: (3)–(8).
(24)

(8) Update the BESS state, move to the time step of 𝑘 + 1,
and repeat the algorithm from step (4) if this day is
not over; otherwise go to step (1) until the end of the
whole simulation horizon.

This two-stage dispatch strategy also has other benefits
to HES such as cost saving and system reliability improving;
however, not being the focus of this paper, there is no cover
about them.

4. Simulation and Results

For better demonstrating the performance of each BESS
operation strategy, this section is divided into four successive
parts. One-day case study of each BESS operation strategy in
power fluctuation smoothing is implemented in Section 4.1;
a vivid impression will be about the performance of each
strategy; Section 4.2 describes the performance of each BESS
dispatch strategy of one whole simulation horizon, which is
based on the analysis of one-day case, but the conclusions
are more convincing and more detailed than Section 4.1;
sensitive analysis of each BESS dispatch strategy in situations
where BESS parameters are fixed but the forecasts results are
imperfect is presented in Section 4.3; Section 4.4 analyzes the
performance changes in situationswhere forecast uncertainty
is fixed but the BESS parameters are varying. The former
two parts could be considered as special cases of the latter
two parts; they analyze the power fluctuation performance
of each BESS strategy in HES with high RES penetration
level in perfect forecast conditions; however, the latter two
parts discuss the robust feature of each BESS dispatch strategy
in conditions where forecast results are imperfect or BESS
parameters are varying. The data needed in this paper is
coming from [31].

Figure 3 shows the power of actual PV generation, wind
generation, load demand, and net-generation of HES of this
paper in the whole simulation horizon, respectively. The red
line represents the power of PV generation, the blue line
shows the power of wind generation, the green line indicates
the load demand, and the cyan line denotes net-generation of
HES, respectively.

Figure 3 fully illustrates the properties of RES generation
and load demand from the point of one whole year. By
comparison of red line of PV generation and blue line of
wind generation, we could observe that both of themhave the
feature of intensive fluctuation, intermittency, and seasonal
changing. In general, sunlight in summer is richer than in
winter; however, wind source is richer in winter than in
summer; therefore, this phenomenon shows that a HES has
more advantages than energy systems which only have one
kind of them. Furthermore, we could also observe that the
stochastic feature of wind generation is more significant than
that of PV generation and load demand. The feature of load
demand is that more energy is needed in winter than in
summer, just because winter needs more electricity energy to
be used to keep houses warm.

All the parameters needed in this paper are shown as
follows: 𝛼 = 90%, 𝛽 = 10%, Vol

𝑏
= 2400 kWh, 𝑃

𝑏max =

800 kW, and 𝐶HES = 0.05, and the initial BESS capacity is
Vol
𝑏
(0) = (1/2)Vol

𝑏
, 𝑁 = 96, 𝑀 = 365; for simplicity,

we assume that the rated power of transformer between the
grid-connected HES and the external grid could support the
load demand if no RES generators exist; namely, 𝑃grid max =
max(−min(𝑌(𝑡)),max(𝑌(𝑡))).

4.1. One-Day Case Simulation. In Figure 4, the green lines
intuitively show the performance of BESS in mitigating fluc-
tuation in different strategies of one typical day. Where mul-
tistage dispatch strategy has the best performance because
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Figure 3: Data of RES generation and load demand for HES in one year.

BESS could effectively and intelligently shift the peak power
to smooth the net-generation power flowed at PCC in this
strategy, however, the other strategies could not achieve
this purpose, because they all rule based strategy; the BESS
operation in these strategies just follows the real-time net-
generation. They do not have preoptimization of BESS nor
real-time robust adjustment actions for compensating the
errors of day-ahead prediction; therefore, their performances
in alleviating power fluctuation are very limited. By observing
the cyan lines we could find that the operation of BESS in
strategy of multistage dispatch is more flexible and intelli-
gent.

Table 1 reports the performances of the described strate-
gies as Figure 3 shows. It demonstrates that the benchmark
value standard variance is 680.224, different BESS operation
strategies have different performances, and the differences
are very significant, in these strategies. The performances
of maximum charging strategy and maximum discharg-
ing strategy have close relationship with tendency of net-
generation power flowed in HES and RES penetration level;
in this one day case, the power curve is not idea formaximum
charging and maximum discharging dispatch strategy, and
the size of BESS is too small for these strategies to fully
take their advantages. The reason why the value of index
net use rate seems tiny is that this value is decided by the
definition of net use rate in Section 2, and the fact that BESS
size is not so idea is another one important reason. Other
evaluation indicators have no meaning presented in one-day
case simulation, which will be shown in the next further
analysis.

Figure 4 and Table 1 just show the performance of all
the strategies in alleviating power fluctuation and improving
power in HES of one typical day. We could not obtain the
final conclusion that which BESS operation strategy has the
best performance just trough these simple simulation results,
hence, further researches of longer time simulation (at least

one year) in different forecast uncertainty levels, and different
size of BESS should be discussed.

4.2. Whole Horizon Duration Study (One Year). The results
shown in Table 2 demonstrate the performance of power
fluctuation smoothing and quality improvement of each
strategy of one year. In total, the HES power quality and
operation improvement through BESS integration are very
effective. For example, the standard variance of power flowed
in HES at PCC reduced more or less for multistage dispatch,
load following, and maximum charging dispatch strategy;
furthermore, the indicator net use rate demonstrates that all
the BESS strategies increase the use rate of RES in local HES,
which has significant benefits when RES penetration level
increased.

In all of the BESS operation strategies referred to in
this paper, only multistage dispatch strategy reduces the
peak power of HES, which demonstrates the superiority and
intelligence of this strategy; despite the fact that there are
many reasons leading to this result, such as BESS capacity,
the occasion of peak power coming forth, only multistage
dispatch could grasp opportunities effectively.The reason that
the standard variance of power flowed in HES for maximum
discharging dispatch strategy is higher than benchmark is
that when RES generation and BESS discharging could not
meet load demand, and the external gridwill import power to
support load demand and charge the BESS at the same time,
which result in more subpeak power demand.

The indicator of Vol rate demonstrates that BESS could
fully develop the unique feature in all strategies and, namely,
could be regarded as a load or a generator in different con-
ditions when needed; in addition to maximum discharging
strategy, in this strategy, BESS capacity stay at high level in
most periods.

Although many helpful results and conclusions could be
obtained, however, all the results of Figure 3 and Tables 1
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Table 1: Performance of different strategies in mitigating power fluctuation and improving power quality (one typical day case).

Evaluation index
Dispatch strategy

Normal strategy Multistage dispatch
strategy

Load following
strategy

Maximum charging
strategy

Maximum
discharging strategy

Var 680.224 442.444 529.156 587.563 682.340
net use rate — 0.212 0.164 0.137 0.141

Table 2: Performance of different strategies in mitigating power fluctuation and improving power quality (a whole year).

Evaluation index
Dispatch strategy

Normal strategy Multistage dispatch
strategy

Load following
strategy

Maximum charging
strategy

Maximum
discharging strategy

Var 713.281 492.111 622.933 658.319 783.686
net use rate — 0.1562 0.1572 0.103 0.1107
Vol rate — 0.5250 0.4556 0.5058 0.7591
𝑃peak (kW) 4170.6 3430.6 4170.6 4170.6 4170.6

Table 3: Performance of each BESS dispatch strategy in different forecast uncertainty levels of one-year simulation.

Var net use rate (Vol rate) 𝑃peak (kW)

Sensitive test 1
(𝐸
𝑃,max = 5%)

Normal: 726.611
Strategy 1: 506.055
Strategy 2: 640.295
Strategy 3: 670.277
Strategy 4: 798.987

Normal: —
Strategy 1: 0.1556
Strategy 2: 0.1566
Strategy 3: 0.0818
Strategy 4: 0.1041

Normal: —
Strategy 1: 0.5186
Strategy 2: 0.4523
Strategy 3: 0.5160
Strategy 4: 0.7595

Normal: 4541.1
Strategy 1: 3778.74
Strategy 2: 4541.1
Strategy 3: 4541.1
Strategy 4: 4541.1

Sensitive test 2
(𝐸
𝑃,max = 10%)

Nor: 744.851
Strategy 1: 517.445
Strategy 2: 648.471
Strategy 3: 678.594
Strategy 4: 808.7514

Normal: —
Strategy 1: 0.1548
Strategy 2: 0.1557
Strategy 3: 0.0816
Strategy 4: 0.1027

Normal: —
Strategy 1: 0.5192
Strategy 2: 0.4536
Strategy 3: 0.5160
Strategy 4: 0.7628

Normal: 5254.9
Strategy 1: 4546.2
Strategy 2: 5254.9
Strategy 3: 5254.9
Strategy 4: 5254.9

Sensitive test
3(𝐸
𝑃,max = 15%)

Normal: 759.056
Strategy 1: 542.540
Strategy 2: 662.520
Strategy 3: 692.914
Strategy 4: 831.333

Normal: —
Strategy 1: 0.1534
Strategy 2: 0.1553
Strategy 3: 0.0808
Strategy 4: 0.0983

Normal: —
Strategy 1: 0.5198
Strategy 2: 0.4542
Strategy 3: 0.5149
Strategy 4: 0.7675

Normal: 5459.0
Strategy 1: 4824.8
Strategy 2: 5459.0
Strategy 3: 5459.0
Strategy 4: 5459.0

Sensitive test 4
(𝐸
𝑃,max = 20%)

Normal: 784.327
Strategy 1: 583.307
Strategy 2: 692.956
Strategy 3: 723.663
Strategy 4: 865.802

Normal: —
Strategy 1: 0.1515
Strategy 2: 0.1548
Strategy 3: 0.0796
Strategy 4: 0.0978

Normal: —
Strategy 1: 0.5174
Strategy 2: 0.4523
Strategy 3: 0.5187
Strategy 4: 0.7704

Normal: 8416.9
Strategy 1: 7692.5
Strategy 2: 8416.9
Strategy 3: 8416.9
Strategy 4: 8416.9

and 2 are based on fixed parameters of BESS and forecast
uncertainty level; the conclusions obtained could not be
convincing if we need to use these conclusions to determine
BESS size and conduct actual BESS operation; therefore, fur-
ther discussions should be implemented to demonstrate the
performances of different strategies in different conditions.

4.3. Sensitive Analysis 1. This subsection discusses the per-
formance degrading of each BESS strategy in different fore-
cast uncertainty conditions, with fixed BESS size. For easy
understanding, we just use the variation of net-generation
to represent the variation of RES generation (wind, PV) and
load demand; thus, the real-time net-generation could be
formulated as follows:

𝑌 (𝑘) = 𝑌pre (𝑘) ⋅ (1 + 𝐸𝑃,max ⋅ 𝑅𝑃)

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁,
(25)

where themean value of𝑅
𝑃
is 0 and the standard variance is 1;

in this paper, we just set four forecast uncertainty levels, and
𝐸
𝑃,max is 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, respectively.
For saving space, we use short nomenclature normal;

Strategy 1, Strategy 2, Strategy 3, and Strategy 4 replace
normal operation strategy, multistage dispatch strategy, load
following dispatch strategy, maximum charging dispatch
strategy, andmaximumdischarging dispatch strategy, respec-
tively.

The results shown in Table 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate
the performance of each operation strategy in mitigating
fluctuation and improving power quality of HES with high
penetration level of RES integration under conditions that the
forecast is imperfect. This sensitive analysis is mainly used
for evaluating the robust of each BESS dispatch strategy in
conditions that the BESS sizes in HES have been decided but
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Figure 4: Performance of different strategies inmitigating fluctuation and improving power quality. (a)Multistage dispatch strategy. (b) Load
following dispatch strategy. (c) Maximum charging dispatch strategy. (d) Maximum discharging dispatch strategy (one typical day case).

actual RES generation (wind, PV) and load demand are not
as assumed in planning.

Observing the indicator of Var in Table 3 and Figure 5,
we could find that the performance of multistage dispatch
strategy ismore robust than other strategies, as the tendencies
of five lines in Figure 4 show, the tendencies of the other
strategies follow the tendency of normal strategy without
BESS, and their performances all have closer relationship
with the forecast uncertainty than multistage dispatch strat-
egy. Observing the indicator of net use rate, we could find
that the performances of maximum charging strategy and
maximumdischarging dispatch strategy degrade rapidly with
forecast uncertainty level increasing; however, the perfor-
mance of multistage dispatch strategy and load following

strategy keep steady very well. Observing the indictor of
Vol rate and Ppeak could obtain the similar conclusions
like net use rate.

4.4. Sensitive Analysis 2. As discussed above in this paper,
BESS size level plays a very important role in power fluc-
tuation smoothing and quality improving for HES which
integrated with high penetration level of RES; suitable BESS
size will help to fully develop the performance of dispatch
strategy. In this subsection, we will investigate the relation-
ships between BESS size and BESS operation performance.

Because the strategy of normal operation without BESS
has no BESS integration, the investigations and results will
not be referred to; in addition to this strategy, all other
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Figure 5: Performance of each BESS dispatch strategy with different forecast uncertainty levels in one year simulation. (a) Standard variance.
(b) Net RES use rate.

strategies will be discussed from the indicator of standard
variance, net RES use in HES, and mean BESS utilization
rate. When we did experiments, we found that the tendency
of BESS performance in multistage strategy is very evident;
therefore, the BESS parameters range in this strategy is not so
large, and the limited power ranges from 500 kw to 3000 kw,
and the limited capacity ranges from 1000 kwh to 9000 kwh.
For the other strategies, the limited power ranges from500 kw
to 15500 kw, and the limited capacity ranges from 500 kwh to
15500 kwh. In addition to that, we assume that the forecast
uncertainty level in this subsection is 5% in all strategies.

Figure 6(a) demonstrates that with the increasing of BESS
capacity the standard variance of power flowed in HES
decreases, but if power of BESS could not increase with the
increasing of capacity, the increasing rate of standard variance
will be slower and slower; however, the power increasing
rate should not keep with the increasing rate of capacity,
and the trend could be observed from the graph. Figure 6(b)
illustrates the similar trends like Figure 6(a), as the increasing
of BESS capacity and power, the RES using rate through the
charging and discharging of BESS in HES increasing steady.
Figure 6(c) presents that with the increasing of BESS capacity
and power, the use rate of BESS increases in the beginning
and then keeps steady when the capacity and power of BESS
are enough and then keeps decreasing when the capacity and
power are too large to HES.

After carefully observing Figure 7 and comparing with
Figure 6, we could obtain the following conclusions. The

total trend of performance improving with the increasing of
BESS limited capacity and power is similar like analyzed in
Figure 7; however, the performance improving rate is slower
than multistage dispatch strategy, such as when 𝑃

𝑏max =

15500 kW, Vol
𝑏
= 15500 kWh, the Var = 480.5563, and

net use rate = 0.3804 (there is a little distortion in graph
compression); this performance has been reached when
Vol
𝑏
≤ 5000 kwh to the strategy of multistage dispatch.

Comparing with Figures 6 and 8, there are some differ-
ences with the other two strategies which have been analyzed.
First, the total tendency of performance in power smoothing
has some difference with the strategy of multistage dispatch
and load following. The performance in power fluctuation
smoothing is improving with the BESS capacity and power
increase, no possibility to grow worse at least; however, in
strategy of maximum charging, this tendency is not suitable,
and if the rated capacity is fixed, the performancewill degrade
with the increasing of rated power; the optimal standard
variance is Var = 553.797, where 𝑃

𝑏max = 1000 kW
and Vol

𝑏
= 10500 kWh. Second, with the increasing of

BESS capacity, the net-use rate of RES will be growing, but
slower and slower, and the highest value is net use rate =

0.2386, which is too small to be compared with the above
two strategies; furthermore, the net-use rate of RES will be
decreasing sharply with the increasing of rated power of
BESS. The last but not least, the use rate of BESS varies
a lot with the varying of BESS rated power and capacity.
Figure 8 demonstrates the importance of deciding suitable
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Figure 6: Performance of multistage dispatch strategy with different levels of BESS parameters. (a) Standard variance of net-generation at
PCC. (b) Net-use rate of RES in HES. (c) BESS use rate.

and effective parameter of BESS no matter which operation
strategy.

The performance of maximum discharging strategy also
has some unique characteristics comparing with multistage
dispatch strategy, load following strategy, and maximum
charging strategy. The optimal standard variance is Var =

734.019, where 𝑃
𝑏max = 500 kW and Vol

𝑏
= 11000 kWh, as

Figure 9(a) shows. The optimal value of var is not obtained
when Vol

𝑏
= 15500 kWh, which illustrates that the per-

formance of power fluctuation smoothing do not improve
with the increasing of BESS capacity like other strategies.
As Figure 9(b) demonstrates, the trends of net-use rate of

RES are similar with dispatch strategy and load following
strategy, but the increasing trend is not slower than any of
them, and the optimal value is net use rate = 0.3363, where
𝐸
𝑏max = 2500 kW and Vol

𝑏
= 15500 kWh; furthermore,

there is a fast increasing to the value of net-use rate as the
increasing of rated power when BESS capacity is fixed. The
reason why Figure 9(c) has so apparently diversifications as
BESS parameters changes is mainly decided by the BESS
strategy.

Sensitive analysis results from Figure 6 to Figure 9 indi-
cate that the performance of multistage dispatch strategy
is more stable and outstanding than the other strategies.
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Figure 7: Performance of load following dispatch strategy with different levels of BESS parameters. (a) Standard variance of net-generation
at PCC. (b) Net-use rate of RES in HES. (c) BESS use rate.

From the index of standard variance var we could observe
that to power fluctuation smoothing, the improving rate of
multistage dispatch strategy is faster and more stable, and
the load following strategy has better performance than the
two other strategies. To the indicator of net use rate, load
following strategy has the best performance than other strate-
gies, but gap between the value of load following strategy
and multistage dispatch strategy is very small and will be
smaller and smaller if BESS size increases. The indicator of
peak power in HES 𝑃peak is not discussed in this case study,
and because the advantages of multistage dispatch strategy
are so significant, no detailed experiments should be done.

In generally, the performance of BESS in mitigating
power fluctuation caused by high penetration of RES inte-
gration will be better and better as the BESS rated capacity

grows, but the optimal rated power has big difference with
the specific strategy. If we could fully analyze the relationships
among BESS parameters and forecast uncertainty levels and
power smoothing performance, an optimal sizing of BESS
could be determined, also a suitable operation strategy
which combined performance of efficient and robust will be
proposed according to the object of BESS. Furthermore, the
results of case study obtained in this paper could be utilized
in economy or/ and reliability analysis.

5. Conclusions

In this paper a novel multistage dispatch strategy is proposed
for alleviating fluctuation and improving power quality of
HES, which integrates high penetration level of RES, which
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Figure 8: Performance of maximum charging dispatch strategy with different levels of BESS parameters. (a) Standard variance of net-
generation at PCC. (b) Net-use rate of RES in HES. (c) BESS use rate.

could decide when and how much should the BESS be
charged or discharged. This approach is consisted with two
main parts; preoptimize the BESS operation day-ahead by
predicted data of RES generation (wind, PV) and load
demand with modified dynamic programming algorithm,
and dynamically adjust the BESS actual operation with
heuristic dispatch control combined with hysteresis band
based on real-time HES data. Four other conventional BESS
operation strategies also have been discussed in different
cases for evaluating the performance of the multistage dis-
patch strategy. First, we assume perfect knowledge of the
HES state and forecast data, the simulation results show that
the approach proposed in this paper has better performance

both in duration of one day and one year long. Further, we
analyze the availability of strategies to cope with inevitable
disturbance and forecast errors and also discuss the impact
of BESS parameters on power smoothing performance of
the HES; simulation results demonstrate that the strategy
proposed in this paper is more robust and economic than
other strategies.

Future work will be focused on relaxing our assumption
so as to include forecast uncertainty modeling and state
estimation, and considering more elements in HES, such as
controllable loads and real-time price, and should include
some other problems such as unit commitment problem,
economic dispatch problem, and so on.
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Figure 9: Performance of maximum dispatch discharging strategy with different levels of BESS parameters. (a) Standard variance of net-
generation at PCC. (b) Net-use rate of RES in HES. (c) BESS use rate.

Nomenclature

Variables

𝑃wind(𝑘): Aggregate power generated by wind
generators in period 𝑘 (kW)

𝑃solar(𝑘): Aggregate power generated by PV generators
in period 𝑘 (kW)

𝑃grid(𝑘): Power imported from or exported to the
external grid in period 𝑘 (kW)

𝑃load(𝑘): Real-time load of HES in period of 𝑘 (kW)
Vol
𝑏
(𝑘): Capacity of BESS in period 𝑘 (kWh)

𝑃preload(𝑘): Predicted load demand in period 𝑘 when
doing day-ahead forecast (kW)

𝑃prewind(𝑘): Predicted wind generation power in period
𝑘 when doing day-ahead forecast (kW)

𝑃presolar(𝑘): Predicted PV generation power in period 𝑘
when doing day-ahead forecast (kW)

𝑃
𝑏pre(𝑖): BESS charging or discharging power in

period 𝑘 when doing day-ahead program-
ming (kW)

level(𝑘): An auxiliary variable, used for controlling
real-time BESS operation

Vol
𝑏
: BESS capacity limit (rated capacity) (kWh)

𝑃
𝑏
(𝑘): Real-time BESS charge or discharge power

in period 𝑘 (kW)
𝑃
𝑏max: maximum charging power limit of BESS

(kW), 𝑃
𝑏max > 0
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𝑌(𝑘): Net-generation of HES in period 𝑘 (kW)
V(𝑘): Wind speed in period 𝑘 (m/s)
𝐺bt(𝑘): Illumination intensity in period 𝑘 (kW/m2)
𝑌pre(𝑘): Predicted net-generation power in period 𝑘when

doing day-ahead forecast (kW)
Volpre(𝑘): BESS capacity in period 𝑘 when doing program-

ming (kWh)
temp(𝑘): Forecast error of HES net-generation in period 𝑘

(kW)
𝐿error(𝑘): Forecast uncertainty level of HES in period 𝑘.

Parameters

Vci, V𝑟, Vco: Cut-in, rated, and cut-off wind speeds of
wind turbines (m/s)

𝐺std: A special illumination intensity value
(kW/m2)

𝑅
𝑐
: Rated illumination intensity of PV

generators (kW/m2)
Vol
𝑏min: Minimum available energy capacity of BESS

(kWh)
𝑇: Simulation horizon, namely, one whole year,

𝑇 = 𝑁 ⋅ 𝑀

𝑌premax: Maximum predicted net-generation power
of one day when doing day-ahead forecast
(kW)

𝐶HES, Δ𝐸HES: Hysteresis band factor and hysteresis band
size

𝐸
𝑃,max: Maximum forecast error percentage for

future period 𝑘 of the next day
Vol
𝑏max: Maximum available capacity of BESS (kWh)

Δ𝑡: The duration of two consequent periods,
Δ𝑡 =15min

𝑃grid max: Rated power of the transformer between
HES and the external grid (kW)

𝑃wind max: Rated power of wind turbines (kW)
𝑃solar max: Rated power of PV generators (kW)
𝑁,𝑀: Number of periods of one day, and days of

one year, respectively
𝑌premin: Minimum predicted net-generation power of

one day when doing day-ahead forecast (kW)

𝜀: An infinitely small positive value
𝑅
𝑃
: A random number which follows a uni-

form distribution
𝛼, 𝛽: Coefficients of maximum and minimum

available BESS capacity.
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